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About This Content
This is the first commercial DLC for the Coloring Game. The package contains 30 new images.
The completion of all the levels takes approximately 30 hours.

New animations
New challenges
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ive tried every way i know how to find the wire to the next step to move forward cant finish this game.
quot;幽游白书","CROWS",还有许多老游戏例如"热血物语".
游戏里面的日本的街头不良少年的打斗场景真是让人怀念.
虽然还有一些BUG和不足,但是这个游戏的确值得一玩!!!!. Yep, it's a wallpaper generator lacking actual gameplay, but damn, the visuals are
simply mesmerizing.. This train is not very good, Sounds are so bad that they could just have left it without sound. Model is not
very good at all.. A fairly decent side scrolling shooter that i got about 1and a half hours of enjoyment out of however their is
need of more enemy variety, unlockables, and less bug swarms , the outfit with the 35 bugbombs i found was the only way to
live long enough to get the points you need, but for the price a fun little tid bit. Great game, cool and very funny. Makes a lot of
fun to play them. The game has a very nice soundtrack and excillent animated. You can "feel" that the developer has made the
game with a lot of love to details. Its an Indie-developer game, but its really great made for so small team. Havent found any
bugs in the game, top. All levels from the story are complete diffirent from the gameplay. The game has an interesting story.
Contra:
-It takes a lot of time to let the colony rise and solve the mission.
-Some levels are really hard to solve.
-Its impossible to save the game untill the level end.. I never could beat Super GnG, so I thought this would be too hard for me,
but I gave it a chance and it feels pretty fair. I do like that I can keep respawning as long as I kill monsters. The backstory
behind the creation of this game is what really drew me in though, kick some butt Maddi!
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O hecc this game is good. My only problem is that I don't have a controller, which makes the controls a bit weird and the 100%
bonus challenge is near impossible on keyboard. Other than that (which isn't much of a complaint with this game, more my
terrible laptop), this game is one of my favorite metroidvanias and is even better than its predecessor. 9\/10.. One of the
essentials for your steam library. To be honest, this is more of an idle game than anything but it costs 4.99. I wouldnt reccomend
buying it when there are other free titles that offer the same thing, if not better.. First off, Monumental Failure is well made, and
is pretty enjoyable if youre playing it as a local couch game.
Thing is, its really only fun for the first couple of times you play it. Honestly for its price and amount of content, its more of a
gimmick than a worthwhile purchase. If you're playing locally with friends you may get a couple of laughs out of this, but it isnt
something you'll be playing over and over again. It simply just runs out of novelty after you complete the majority of the levels.
Maybe ill recommend this game when it somehow gains more content, but for its current price of $12 NZD (~$8 USD, I think?)
it really aint worth it when it has hardly any replayability. Wait for a sale or something to buy this, or until they introduce more
content.. ENG:
Very nice & fun little retro racing game! Testimonial! :3
FIN:
Todella kiva ja hauska retromeininkin autopeli, suositteluni! :3. Cons:
It feels old
Poor gunplay
Poor movement control while in free run (not aiming gun)
Pros:
Riding bikes on vertical walls
Enjoyable climbing/platforming
Great camera control so you can easily see everywhere and work out where to go. games are short. there is no alternate strategy.
either you do it in a certain way, or you will fail. the strategy can be to turtle, to rush, to divide your forces in 5 places at once
and monitor all of them at the same time.
if you want a short game, this is for you. if you want to bang your head and try the same mission with 1 village against 4 enemy
villages again and again, this game is for you.
most of the time you will NOT get even odds. only when you are presented with a new mechanic you will have a little extra
time. regular battles are ridiculous. This is a game that I never once had a moment where I wasn't enjoying it as much as the
general playing. The detailing, the atmosphere, the sounds, all superb.
I would recommend this game to anyone who has the potential to enjoy horror. This game has the detailing(art), the music, the
gameplay and the writing to back it all. Some might be like me and go in expecting a new "white day", but what you get is so
much more. In saying that, I'll start with something more of a con-ish nature.
The atmosphere and the killer are both horrifying together, don't get me wrong. There were also things in the enviroment that
constantly sent chills. But having more of a variety in scares or ghosts would have been great. We have one killer, a handful of
NPCs and hidden ghosts that will damage you upon surprise.
This is one of few horror games I've encountered that are so open, and yet so rewarding for exploration. There are side quests,
little interactions and notes everywhere with history on the world. It's all amazing. Every character has exceptional personality,
and some even having potential for the future title.
And by future title, A SEQUEL GOT ANNOUNCED OMG YAY <3
Carrying on. There are a total of 5 endings now, one of which being the "True" ending, which opens up for the sequel. Here, I
will be reviewing the canon ending. Speaking in spoiler-free conditions, the ending was great. It left many possibilites in the
sequel, hinted who the next main character will be and left multiple characters with purpose for the future. We can expect great
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things. But right now? Get this game, it really is incredible.
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